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1 Behavioral Framework Overview46

The Behavioral Framework (BF) provides a set of constructs for defining the47
behavioral semantics of specifications, which enable Working Interoperability.48
As a result, the focus of the BF is accountability – a description of “who does what49
when.” Accountability describes the perspective of the various technology50
components that are involved in a particular instance or scenario designed to51
achieve Working Interoperability. The BF is technology-neutral and, therefore,52
can be used within model-driven specification stacks, such as the Services-Aware53
Interoperability Framework (SAIF) Enterprise Conformance and Compliance54
Framework (ECCF).55

This discussion assumes that the BF is one of the sub-frameworks of SAIF. As56
explained in the SAIF Introduction, each sub-framework is a grammar/set of57
meta-models, which enables one to describe particular aspects of a specification58
that is associated with the specified component’s involvement in an instance of59
Working Interoperability.60

61
In particular, the BF specifies the grammar that is used to construct the essential62
artifacts necessary to comprehensively specify the various aspects of the63
Computational (and, to a lesser degree, the Information) viewpoints of the64
ECCF’s specification stack instances for a given organization’s implementation of65
SAIF.66

67
Following the in this section, Section 2 provides a detailed description of the68
fundamental concepts and constructs of the BF. Following that, Section 369
presents the various models that collectively define the BF at each of the three70
levels of the ECCF:71

 The Computationally Independent Model (CIM)72
 The Platform-Independent Model (PIM)73
 The Platform-Specific Model (PSM)74

75
Sections 4 and 5 discuss overall usage guidelines and BF patterns that are76
essentially implementation-neutral. Following are Appendices presenting the77
mapping of the BF to the HL7 Legacy Dynamic Model and a more detailed78
discussion of the differences between Reference Information Model (RIM)-based79
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HL7 Version 3 messaging and services as examples of two different80
interoperability paradigms. In reading the discussion of the BF, note that the BF81
is informed and to a large (but not exclusive) extent scoped by the Reference82
Model for Open Distributed Processing (RM-ODP) Computational viewpoint83
and draws on the terminology of RM-ODP whenever possible.84

85
The BF is used to describe both the functional decomposition of systems and the86
means by which they interact with their environment and with other systems. The BF87
also provides the associated static semantics, which are bound to various88
specified behaviors. Thus, the BF focuses on the specifics of the actual run-time89
behavior of software running at a computational node in a deployed90
architecture, e.g. a software component’s interface. More specifically, a “focus on91
behavior of a node” means the quantitative, unambiguous specification and92
documentation of the details of “conversations or interactions between nodes,93
which collectively create business value.” Examples of such “conversations or94
interactions” include everything from simple push messaging, to publish-95
subscribe distributions, and to longer-running, multi-party transactions.96

97
The BF combines notions of a loosely coupled event-driven architecture – and is thus98
compatible with a traditional message-based environment, such as HL7 V2 or V399
– with inter-component procedural activities to achieve three overarching goals and100
capabilities:101

 Documentation of human-mediated interoperability patterns, such as102
those present in healthcare IT solutions.103

 Documentation and encapsulation of automated interoperability104
patterns.105

 Documentation of the definitional characteristics of the technological106
structures (for example, components and interfaces) that assume roles107
within a deployed architecture in a manner that enables the definition and108
validation of accountability at a per-component granularity.109

Because the BF is intended to be used in the context of the ECCF, it facilitates the110
development of testable and certifiable conformance statements, which denote111
conformance points at which a given implementation can make pairs of112
conformance assertions.113
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Note: The ECCF document defines and discusses the concepts of conformance114
statement, conformance assertion, and certification.115

The BF should not be confused with a given architecture specification’s formalisms,116
which are used to express conformance statements within a given ECCF specification117
stack instance, but rather should be seen as a grammar for expressing these statements.118

This document is primarily concerned with defining the syntax and semantics of119
the BF rather than providing an explanation of how it is applied. Each120
organization adopting SAIF will develop the specifics of using the various SAIF121
grammars in an organization-specific SAIF Implementation Guide. As such, this122
discussion provides relatively few concrete examples of BF applications, specific123
artifacts, and so on. However, when it is helpful in defining a specific syntactic or124
semantic point in the definition of the BF, a brief example is included.125

Note: By necessity, certain formalisms are required to express the BF’s core126
concepts. When a particular formalism constitutes a normative choice, the text127
will note that choice. Similarly, certain components, concepts, and constructs of128
the framework persist through specifications irrespective of their content or129
context, and the discussion will note those situations.130

The formal models associated with the HL7 Behavioral Framework, which are131
included in Section 3 of this document, are published at:132
http://www.ncientarch.info/hl7_bf/hl7_bf/133

1.1 Goals134
In the larger context of SAIF, this document has the following goals:135

 Define all relevant concepts and relationships that collectively define the136
BF.137

 Include a concept-by-concept mapping between HL7’s Legacy Dynamic138
Model and the BF, including a mapping between V3 message interaction139
examples and the BF.140

 Demonstrate how to use the BF in definition component interactions in141
both service- and message-based component specifications.142

 Discuss the impact of the BF on interoperability paradigm decisions.143
 Discuss the impact of the BF on both conformance and governance when144

applied at either the intra- or inter-enterprise level. (Other aspects of this145

http://www.ncientarch.info/hl7_bf/hl7_bf/
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discussion can be found in the ECCF and Governance Framework146
sections of the SAIF document, respectively.)147

As mentioned above, detailed examples and stylistic issues concerning the use of148
the BF are out-of-scope for this document. You can find these examples at the149
model publication site (http://www.ncientarch.info/hl7_bf/hl7_bf/) and in the150
context of specific organizational SAIF Implementation Guides.151

1.2 Audience and Prerequisites152
The audience for this discussion includes architects (both system- and enterprise-153
level), standards developers, tool developers, and system designers. In154
particular, anyone who is interested in using the BF to create specification-155
specific conformance statements, to understand the relationships of the156
computational expression of those statements, and to dive more deeply into157
conformance statements, will benefit from this document. The BF will also be of158
interest to developers and engineers from the perspective of how the BF enables159
traceability from specification to implementation (for example, through contract160
templates) and consequent durability of specifications, i.e. the ability to build161
specifications and deploy implementations based on these specifications that are162
resilient to changes in business context.163

Prerequisites for this document include at least some familiarity with the164
following topics:165

 SAIF Enterprise Conformance and Compliance Framework (ECCF)166
 SAIF Governance Framework (GF)167
 The four pillars of Computable Semantic Interoperability (CSI)1168
 HL7 Core Principles, Reference Information Model, Data Type169

Specification, and Vocabulary Best Practices (Note: These specifications170
will be combined into a single SAIF Information Framework document.)171

 System design, Enterprise Architecture, development, and experience172
with Unified Modeling Language (UML)173

 Familiarity with core principles and applications of Service-Oriented174
Architecture (SOA)175

1 Journal of Health Information Management, published by HIMSS, January 2005.

http://www.ncientarch.info/hl7_bf/hl7_bf/
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 Component Based Development and Integration Service Architecture and176
EngineeringTM meta-model for SOA Version 2.0 (CBDI-SAETM)2 “Meta-177
model for SOA, version 2.0)178

 Reference Model for Open Distributed Process3179

1.3 Background and History180
The HL7 Architectural Board (ArB) – acting at the behest of the HL7 Chief181
Technology Officer – commissioned the development of the Behavioral182
Framework (BF) as a project that was initially executed in parallel with the183
development of the ArB’s SAIF activities. Services, with their foundational184
emphasis on behavior, provided an essential paradigm to partition and185
disambiguate the semantics associated with Working Interoperability (what is186
being standardized and why) from the historical interoperability paradigms187
traditionally discussed within HL7 (messages and documents). The working188
assumption behind the BF is that, at some level, the behavioral semantics of a189
given interaction could be loosely coupled to the semantics of the static190
information that is associated with the interaction.191

Consequently, the BF should ultimately provide a means to specify interactions192
between trading partners using any of the HL7 (or other agreed-upon)193
interoperability paradigms – messages, documents, or services. That is, the194
essential requirement for the BF developed the need to provide a framework that195
would allow specification developers to formalize behavior, which would ensure196
the ability to achieve Working Interoperability in a predictable and tractable197
fashion for a specific interoperability paradigm (messages, services, or198
documents). The notions of specifying both interaction semantics and199
information (static) semantics were merged when the SAIF effort surfaced the200
need for a formal means of specifying behavior semantics in the context of201
Working Interoperability.202

2 CBDI-SAETM s a comprehensive, defined approach for Service-Oriented Architecture (SOA)
including taxonomy, classification and policies together with repeatable service engineering
processes that guide the delivery of the agile enterprise, implemented in a knowledgebase with
integrity between the architecture concepts, processes, tasks, techniques, and deliverables.
3 ISO/IEC 10746 RM-ODP.
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In general, the SAIF effort identified the following service-based notions as its203
primary organizing principles and requirements:204

 Specifications should have direct traceability to business needs.205
 Specifications should be technology-neutral.206
 Conformance should be measurable at a component’s interface in a207

Working Interoperability (WI) context.208
 Conformance should be specified via conformance statements in a209

specification and pairs of conformance assertions made by a given210
technology binding and component implementation.211

 Each WI context must be specified for the exchange of both business-212
based behaviors and associated information.213

 WI contexts should be formally specified using the central notion of214
contracts.215

ISO Reference Model for Open Distributed Processing (RM-ODP) is the216
overarching meta-framework that defines the core concepts, relationships, and217
constructs of BF. In particular, RM-ODP provides several key structural elements218
that the BF uses, as well as a rigorously defined notion of conformance. RM-ODP219
is also extremely useful in collecting the multidimensional, multilayered,220
interrelated aspects of static and behavioral semantics within a single framework221
through using the viewpoints construct.222

Of particular importance to the BF are the following viewpoints:223

 The Enterprise viewpoint where critical aspects of policy, obligation, and224
community are captured225

 The Computation viewpoint, where many of the foundational concepts of226
the BF are specified227

 Additional viewpoints that aid in the synthesis of a unified behavioral228
model based on roles and their obligations scoped to Working229
Interoperability. One can specify and verify the completeness and230
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correctness of these viewpoints as contract accountabilities (as the following231
sections discuss).4232

In summary, the BF provides a set of layered concepts and relationships for233
defining how collections of artifacts within a component specification collectively234
define contract templates that are component-specific, which intend to:235

 Surface the complexity of interoperability rather than hiding it.236
 Formalize accountability in a layered, measured way.237
 Provide uniformity across specifications.238
 Create a foundation for scalable implementations, including239

development.240
 Provide key guidance for understanding how to implement a given241

specification.242
 Decrease the overall effort involved in producing a given specification.243

2 Behavioral Framework Essentials244

The primary goal of the Behavioral Framework (BF) is to give standards245
developers the tools to distribute accountability between participants and to246
embody it in a Behavioral Model (an implementation of the Behavioral247
Framework). This section will include an overview of the essential Foundational248
Concepts of the Behavioral Framework:249

 Roles250
 Behaviors251
 Interactions252
 Accountability253
 Interactions: Accountability and Behavior254
 Contracts255
 Solution Specifications256

4 The semantics of the BF using a number of grammars, including Web Services Choreography
Description Language (WS-CDL), Business Process Modeling Notation (BPMN2), and (less exactly)
Service-Oriented Architecture Modeling Language (SOA-ML), and Unified Modeling Language
(UML). For more information, see the OMG Web site (http://www.uml.org/) and the OASIS Web
site (http://www.oasis-open.org/home/index.php).

http://www.uml.org/
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 Collaborations within communities257
 HL7 interoperability paradigms258

2.1 Roles259
A role is identification or specification of a party (for example, person, system, or260
component) associated with a particular capability, capacity, or competency. A261
given instance of a party may play more than one role, and multiple instances of262
a party may assume the same role. A role instance usually asserts itself and is263
verified by another role instance. This role instance, in turn, contextualizes the264
assertion role, a relationship that HL7 refers to as the “player” vs. the “scoper” of265
the role respectively.266

Examples of roles (Figure 1) include:267

 Person is a citizen of a given country268
 A system is an order-management system269
 A component is an adverse-event management service270
 Healthcare Information System271
 Order Manager272
 Specimen Manager273

It is important to note that roles may be systems, organizations, or persons. One274
system, organization, or person may play more than one role, and a role may be275
played by more than one instance of a system, organization, or person. Instances276
of roles are usually time-sensitive. They exist for a defined time after which the277
instance assuming the role is no longer valid in the role, or may need to be278
reasserted and re-verified. Finally, roles are usually associated with specific279
behaviors, permissions, obligations, accountabilities, and prohibitions.280

Note: The RM-ODP Computational and Enterprise viewpoints precisely define281
these terms.282

Comment [(1]: Does this clause refer to the
ROLE or the INSTANCE?

http://www.oasis-open.org/home/index.php
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283

284

Figure 1: A role is a capability, capacity, or competency, asserted by a given party (person,285
organization, or system), and normally validated by an independent party. For example, JoeD is286
a citizen of the US; hospital A is a certified trauma center; and application B is a Person287
Management System supporting all Reference Information Model (RIM) Person class attributes.288
Also, note that roles usually are claimed and validated for an identified period, after which they289
may require restatement and reconfirmation.290

291

2.2 Behaviors292
Behaviors are collections of actions associated with instances of roles (see Figure 2).293
The actions are associated with a set of constraints on when they can occur. The BF294
is specifically concerned with the expressions that allow behavior to be295
abstracted so that systems can perform specific tasks repeatedly and296
unambiguously.297

298
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299

Figure 2: Example behaviors of a person in the role of a clinician.300

2.3 Interactions301
In general, roles – or, more correctly, instances of a given role -- have defined behaviors that are302
realized through the execution of internal or external actions, the latter, which is more303
specifically characterized as interactions with other role instances. Note that interactions304
normally involve information exchanges between roles. In addition, interactions occur between305
instances of systems, organizations, or persons that assume well-defined roles, and include the306
“environment/context” of the role, that is, the specification of other systems playing other roles.307
Finally, note that “communities” may be assembled because of interactions. That is, the various308
roles participating in given set of interactions can productively be viewed (and analyzed) from309
the perspective of a community as “a collection of parties with shared interests, goals, processes,310
and governance agreements.”311

Figure 3 shows an interaction between two roles.312
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Important: Because the BF is only concerned with defining the behavioral313
aspects of Working Interoperability, it is scoped to specifying interactions; thus,314
the BF is not concerned with the “internal” actions associated with roles.315

316

317
Figure 3: An example of an interaction between two roles and the resulting restricted set of318
actions that are in scope. This figure shows an example of an interaction between two human319
role instances involving a lab order.320

Additional examples of interactions executed by software components include:321

 Request to a Person service to Create a Person in a registry322
 Notification by a Specimen Management service of a Specimen Collection323

(an act having been completed)324
 Publication of an Admission Discharge Transfer (ADT) message325

2.4 Accountability326
As noted above, accountability can be concisely defined as “Who does what?”327
Martin Fowler’s Accountability pattern (Figure 4) shows a more formal definition328
of accountability. The Accountability pattern is a Unified Modeling Language329
(UML) expression of the relationship between two parties – one assuming the330
role of Responsible Party and one assuming the role of Commissioning Party –331
who have come together in the context of a defined set of responsibilities and332
goals. The most important feature of the pattern is the explicit separation of333
behaviors between the Responsible and Commissioning Parties.334

Note: As will be discussed later in this document, the ability to build durable and335
agile communities of trading partners bound together by formal notions of336
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accountability is due mostly to the ability of specifications to define explicitly337
interactions in a manner in which all accountability in a given interaction rests on338
the Responsible Party. Therefore, the Commissioning Party can be virtualized.339

Note: Patterns are empirically proven approaches of conceptualizing and solving340
problems. The Accountability pattern may be applied irrespective of technology341
or implementation, thereby fulfilling one of the basic requirements of the BF’s342
expressive constructs.343

344

345

Figure 4: Basic Accountability pattern (Martin Fowler -- http://martinfowler.com/ap2/index.html)346

2.5 Interactions: Accountability and Behavior347
As can be seen in Figure 4, each instance of accountability involves two party348
types – the Commissioning Party and the Responsible Party. This binary structure349
provides an organic and scalable means of measuring behavior that that is350
applicable in multiple analysis contexts. In particular, in architectural contexts351
that are strongly bound to a business process, for example, in a SOA context, the352
Accountability pattern facilitates the decomposition of a business process and the353
resulting interactions into atomic instances of accountability.354

Thus, one can define behaviors as:355

A collection of interactions with a set of constraints on when they can356
occur in a given Working Interoperability/business process context.357

Interactions are expressed in the following terms:358

 The overall scope of each role’s obligations and expectations.359

http://martinfowler.com/ap2/index.html
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 A series of logically conjoined interactions that realize accountability on the360
part of both commissioning and responsible parties. (For example, a lab361
order is placed that must be unambiguous if it is to be correctly placed.)362

 The goal of the actions – the result that the commissioning party expects363
the responsible party to produce.364

In the Behavioral Framework, the essential analytical step in creating365
specifications is to identify the atomic elements of accountability, i.e. the specific366
milestones that occur over the course of the interactions that define the total367
overarching accountability required for successful completion of the business368
process has, in fact, been achieved. Once defined, accountability elements are369
assigned to interactions. Finally, multiple interactions can be compositionally370
linked in a single collaboration. Each interaction is associated with one or more371
of the set of accountability elements that are required to achieve the overarching372
accountability of the WI instance (Figure 5).373

374

375

Figure 5: A single interaction between a commissioning agent (CA) and responsible agent (RA).376
In a given interaction, the roles of CA and RA can only be assumed by one of the two377
participating roles. The roles cannot not be “switched” during the interaction. (They can,378
however, be switched during multiple interactions involved in a complex collaboration.) A379
given interaction allows the exchange of information in either direction between the two roles380

Comment [KGS2]: I’m not sure how you were
using the phrase “in total” in this context.
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(indicated by directional arrows in the figure) to achieve an accountability element. Not shown381
in the figure is that multiple interactions may be necessary to accomplish all of the382
accountability elements associated with the WI instance that are needed to fully achieve the383
overarching accountability. Finally, note that the terms CA and RA are semantically identical to384
Fowler’s Commissioning Party (CP) and Responsible Party (RP) terms. This change was made to385
align with the software development term “agent” as being more specific than the general386
business term “party.”387

Accountability is defined in an interaction by one or more exchanges of388
information. Accountability also can be tied to a transaction. A transaction is a set389
of interactions happening in a defined sequence.390

The following example of two file clerks filing medical records includes two391
interactions and three instances of accountabilities:392

1. File clerk A asks File clerk B to file a personnel record, and File clerk B393
agrees to do the job. (This represents the first interaction and the first394
instance of accountability.)395

2. File clerk B asks File clerk A to file a lab test record. File clerk A asks396
questions about the test results, which File clerk B answers. (This397
represents the second interaction and second instance of accountability.)398

3. Both clerks file the records. (The filing of the two sets of records399
represents the business process that needs accountability attached to it.400
Therefore, this action is the third set of accountability that comprises the401
other two interactions whose success is required.)402

2.6 Contracts403
Contracts aggregate accountability, typecast parties, and define actions to support404
Accountability Types, which are contracts that bind design-time specifications to405
run-time components. Fowler captures this by defining two levels in his406
Accountability pattern (Figure 6 and Table 1). For example, at design-time407
(Knowledge level), travel agents issue tickets for a traveler through the408
Accountability Type of Travel Agency. At run-time (Operational level), Expedia409
(Responsible party) issues Joe (Commissioning party) a ticket to Kyoto. The run-410
time Accountability is the set of activities that collectively define Expedia acting411
as a Travel Agent for Joe. Examples include the following: Create Account, Show412
Ticket Options, Purchase Ticket, and Deliver Ticket.413
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414
Figure 6: Fowler’s Accountability pattern refined to separate design-time (Knowledge level)415
from run-time (Operational level) constructs.416
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Element Description Notes From
Action Represents

something that
happens.

In this case, action
is tied to
accountability to
stress that within a
community, activities
have meaning.

RM-ODP

Accountability
Type

Represents valid
types of
accountability.

Martin Fowler

Accountability Represents a
complex graph of
typed relationships
between parties.

Who does what
when?

Martin Fowler

Party Type Represents meta-
class for a party.

Martin Fowler

Party Represents people
and organizations.

Martin Fowler

Knowledge Level Represents a group
of objects that
describe how
another group of
objects behaves.

Represents the
meta level.

Martin Fowler

Operational Level Represents a group
of objects whose
behavior is
described by a
knowledge level.

Martin Fowler

Table 1: Core concepts defined by Fowler’s Accountability pattern.417

In summary, contracts describe an agreement, which defines the interactions418
between and among instances and collections of roles. Contracts specify rules419
about content, platforms, and localizations. The contract defines the420
requirements for commissioning and responsible agents, and interaction421
patterns, accountabilities, permissions, and restrictions that collectively define422
the requirements for meeting the specified Accountability pattern. In addition,423
however, contracts may contain Quality of Service Agreements that pertain only424
in a particular environment or deployment, and not part of the specification425
itself.426

427
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2.6.1 Contract Templates428

It is worth asking why contracts -- constructs whose primary implications are429
realized at run-time via specific, deployed technology structures – should be of430
interest at the specification (design-time) level. To answer this question, recall431
that the overarching motivation of the ECCF (as noted in the ECCF document)432
explicitly states the relevant assumptions that collectively result in achieving Working433
Interoperability (WI) between trading partners. To accomplish this goal, a layered434
specification process that exposes the salient aspects of a given run-time435
interaction before that interaction is of considerable benefit in achieving tractable,436
scalable, and reproducible Working Interoperability.437

As such, the BF specification framework allows for the identification of contract438
templates that enable the specification of constructs, such as Accountability, Party439
Types, Interactions, and Interaction Patterns. Contract templates (Figure 7) are440
instantiated at run-time and provide analysis, design, and run-time value to441
achieving Working Interoperability between trading partners.442

Note: This Quality of Service Agreement is an example of a technology443
localization, as discussed in the ECCF document.444
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445

Figure 7: An extension of the Accountability pattern depicting the concept of contracts capturing446
actions as a critical link between Accountability types and Accountabilities.447

2.6.2 Contracts, Specifications, Conformance, and SAIF448

Both contracts and contract templates are formalisms for expressing the449
accountability involved in any given interaction in a manner that is explicit and450
not – as is often the case – allowing these details to reside exclusively (and, for451
non-developers) in the software code, configuration specifications, or other452
deeply technical documentation. As such, contracts and contract templates can453
be contextualized in the SAIF Stairway to Heaven, as shown in Figure 8.454
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455

Figure 8: The ECCF specifications provide the keys to achieving Working Interoperability in a456
tractable, scalable, and predictable manner. The BF provides the means of specifying the457
interactions between those parties (also called trading partners) who want to achieve Working458
Interoperability. Thus, the notion of contracts contextualizes the SAIF Stairway to Heaven.459
Although not shown in the figure, a trading partner working at the Reference level can still460
interact with the other trading partners via contract-driven interoperability. However, the terms461
of the contract would be neither precise nor accurate.462

Figure 8 legend:463

 The lightning bolt represents implementation.464
 Implementable (PSM) = Platform-Specific Model465
 Logical (PIM) = Platform-Independent Model466
 Conceptual (CIM) = Computationally Independent Model467

The BF, where appropriate, allows the making of explicit conformance468
statements regarding accountability between roles such that the terms of469
accountability may be met. Accountability, as noted earlier, is defined by470
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contract templates at design-time, and manifest at run-time by instances of471
contracts. Thus, in summary, the validation and certification of conformance is472
based on evaluating interactions between roles, based on their contractual473
obligations.474

2.7 Solution Specifications475
The Solutions package contains informational and behavioral elements relating476
to the way that instances of specified roles are assembled to provide an477
Accountability Community (AC) whose focus is on achieving a particular,478
overarching business goal, i.e. a given Business Capability characterized by one479
or more verifiable accountabilities. A given Solution provides behaviors480
associated with two or more specifications – each of which is specified via an481
individual ECCF specification stack instance. As discussed above, the Solutions482
package is dependent on elements in the CIM, PIM, and PSM packages.483
Consequently, a given Solution expresses the collection of conformance484
statements, which are expressible at any level-of-abstraction, as required by the485
Solution package’s overarching deployment context.486

Solution Specifications reflect a set of choices by the specification developer487
regarding how conformance will ultimately be measured and certified in any488
instance of the Working Interoperability in which the Solution’s particular489
specification is implemented. In particular, these choices reflect the following:490

 The interoperability paradigm chosen for implementation and491
deployment (messages, documents, services – see a more detailed492
discussion below). This choice is, in turn, dependent on a number of493
factors including:494

o The characteristics of the AC (for example, loosely coupled, intra-495
vs. inter-enterprise, presence or absence of trust fabric, and496
complexity of interactions).497

o The maturity and extent of existing governance in the deployment498
space.499

 A number of design- and PSM-level choices including:500
o Interaction granularity: Level-of-detail involved in the various501

interactions that occur between the commissioning and502
responsible agents over the course of the Solution.503
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o Functional Profiles: The granularity of operations at the interfaces.504
o Semantic Profile: The corresponding syntactic structure and505

semantic complexity of the information exchanged during the506
various interactions.507

2.8 Collaborations within Communities508
Collaborations are ways to compose accountability into a business process509
between multiple parties (for example, Order Fulfillment, Portions of Adverse510
Event Management, and Treatment Plan Management). In enterprises,511
collaborations are often considered the result of an integration project, but512
through the Behavioral Framework, they represent a collection of predefined513
resources that can be defined and arranged to meet certain desirable goals and514
obligations. These resources take the form of other contracts; that is, services and515
V3 messages.516

The Behavioral Framework enables the development of specifications that517
constrain sets of actions that, in turn, collectively distribute the Accountability518
necessary to satisfy a given business capability across one or more Accountability519
Communities (ACs) involved in particular collaborations. In other words, at520
deployment and run-time, the Accountabilities that define the successful521
delivery of a given business capability identified by, and specified in, one or522
more ECCF specification stack instances, must be satisfied by the collective523
behavior of all the participating parties involved in a particular AC. (See Figure524
9.)525

526

Comment [(3]: The Word grammar check
said that this sentence was too long, so I
eliminated the final clause. I figured that the
final clause wasn’t necessary because the
sentence was talking about all of the parties
involved in the AC. Thus, it probably doesn’t
matter when they join the AC. <KGS>
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Figure 9: An Accountability Community (AC) consisting of a number of well-defined527
obligations, goals, and Accountabilities. Communities are defined by referring to the528
underlying roles and defined contracts between roles. Conformance levels for collaborations are529
specified in terms of the underlying roles, their associated behaviors, and the resulting possible530
contracts.531

The complexity of the overarching business capability is therefore a major factor532
driving the choice of the interoperability paradigm that most effectively fulfills533
the defined Accountability.534

The following example of a customer ordering a book online illustrates a535
collaboration community:536

 Collaboration Accountability: The customer receives a book.537

 Community: Customer, seller, warehouse, payment site538

 Transaction: The customer pays for the book.539

 Interactions (each with their own accountability):540

1. The customer orders the book.541

2. The customer payment information is validated and the542
transaction is charged to the credit card.543

3. The warehouse is notified of the order and provides a shipping544
number.545

4. UPS is notified of the delivery.546

This example includes five accountabilities, four interactions, and one547
transaction. The fifth accountability and the business goal is the customer getting548
the book. The seller, warehouse staff, and payment site collaborate to ensure that549
the customer gets the book.550

2.8.1 Services551

Services are abstractions of role behavior that describe Accountability in a552
durable, reusable manner, which formalizes the separation of concerns inherent553
in the underlying Business Capability. The semantics of the BF are expressed best554
via services as the appropriate interoperability paradigm in situations where:555
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 The integration semantics expressed in the PSM level of mature556
specification stack instances are clearly traceable to those expressed at the557
CIM and PIM levels (for example, via Business Architecture and/or558
Domain Analysis Models). Comprehensive, complete traceability means559
that the accountability inherent in the Business Capability is560
unambiguously expressed (i.e. expressed in both a human-readable and561
computational representation, such as WSDL5) in contract specifications562
available for discovery in an appropriate run-time environment (for563
example, in a contract/metadata registry).564

565

Furthermore, when services are the chosen interoperability paradigm, the566
specified Business Capability:567

 Represents a known, unambiguously describable, and constant set of568
responsibilities defined community for the involved trading partners who569
are, in turn, part of the larger Accountability Community.570

 Has been leveled so that the Commissioning agent has no accountabilities571
in the interaction or business process. The accountability rests solely on572
the responsible agent, a fact that is most often directly expressed via the573
involved contracts that collectively define the accountability.574

 Has been appropriately contextualized within the participating575
organization-centric enterprise architecture. (Examples include design576
patterns, usage, or composability constraints, and localizations.)577

In combination, these factors allow all involved commissioning agents to be578
virtualized; that is, to be interchangeable (Figure 10). The virtualization of579
commissioning agents thus results in a durable community with durable goals580
and obligations that may be exposed simply and consistently because systems581
may be characterized by the services that they expose and the Accountabilities582
inherent in the various compositions of those services.583

5 WSDL = Web Services Definition Language
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584

Figure 10: The choice of services as the interoperability paradigm allows commissioning agents585
to be virtualized because commissioning agents have no Accountabilities, i.e. all586
Accountabilities are associated with responsible agents (labeled as “Service Role” in the graphic587
above). The use of services as the interoperability paradigm therefore allows for the588
development of a durable community consisting of any number of commissioning agents with589
access to the required responsible agents able to fulfill the Service Roles required to meet the590
community’s various business needs. For example, a Service Role might provide the Patient591
Registrar. All patient registrations could be handled by the Service Role Register Patient in592
where all of the obligations and responsibilities associated with patient registration are handled593
by and accountable to the Patient Registrar via its Register Patient service. The service could594
therefore be used by any commissioning agent with access to the service.595

2.8.2 Messages596

The choice of messages as the interoperability paradigm carries with it a597
fundamentally different – and considerably more limited – ability to define598
Accountability Communities. In particular, when applied in a loosely coupled599
environment with unknown run-time context, such as that of the traditional600
deployment topology for HL7 messages, the messaging interoperability601
paradigm provides fine-grained Accountability between commissioning and602
responsible agents who share Accountabilities during their interaction. This is in603
distinct contrast to the situation found with the services interoperability604
paradigm, where Accountabilities are possessed solely by the responsible agent in605
a collaboration.606

The immediate consequence of the sharing of Accountability is that – from the607
perspective of specification itself, the AC is not durable. Instead, the AC is608
defined and invoked at run-time, usually in response to a single business “event”609
that invokes one or more messages specified as responses to that event. In610
particular, the obligations, goals and (ultimately) the Accountabilities associated611
with the business event are invoked by the message “contract” inherent in the612
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sending of the message. As a result, the details of the “contract” – that is, the613
definition and distribution of the Accountabilities – must be contained in the614
body of the message itself and thereby parsed at run-time by message-specific615
machinery. The result of these “messaging facts of life” is that the AC is limited616
to the two trading partners involved in the specific exchange defined by the617
event trigger and message-body specifics (Figure 11).618

In addition, note that if the obligations, goals, and Accountabilities contained in619
the message body are not violated, the community may have more than two620
members by virtue of having multiple end-points. However, in this situation621
each end-point must have the ability to parse the message body to determine the622
portions of the shared Accountability that is distributed to it. Historically, HL7623
Version 3 messages have attempted to address these complexities through the624
concepts and constructs associated with Application Roles and Receiver625
Responsibilities. The BF formally defines and extends the concepts and626
constructs of Application Roles and Receiver Responsibilities in the service627
interoperability paradigm.628

629

Figure 11: In contrast to the service interoperability paradigm, messaging defines an630
Accountability Community (AC) of two. This AC is based on fine-grained interactions in which631
the goals, obligations, and Accountabilities of a given collaboration are shared between the two632
Application Roles, which limits the size of the AC and requires that each end-point have the633
ability to parse the body of the message to determine the specifics of Accountabilities634
distributed to it.635

In summary, HL7 Version 3 messages are interaction specifications that support a636
fine-grained accountability between a commissioning and responsible agent. It637
makes demands on both parties to accomplish the desired goal, and presumes638
little in terms of existing infrastructure. HL7 V3 specifications are ideal for639
“drive-by interoperability.”640
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Note: “Drive-by interoperability” is defined with minimal or absent run-time641
context.642

One may view documents as a form of messaging that focuses on static content643
and carries a set of additional constraints and expectations involving persistence,644
wholeness, human readability, and so on.645

Services are abstractions of role behavior that describe accountability such that646
every commissioning agent is conceptually identical from the perspective of its647
role in a given specification. Services are deployed as interfaces (durable648
structures) that are reusable in multiple situations and may be adapted to649
multiple infrastructures.650

651

2.9 More on Interoperability Paradigms652
Different approaches to achieving Working Interoperability have been used and653
are, in general, representative of three approaches to implementing behavioral654
interoperability between systems. Historically, Working Interoperability is655
referred to within HL7 as interoperability paradigms (IP). The three656
interoperability paradigms are messages, documents, and services.657

HL7 Version 3 messages are Interaction Specifications that support a fine-grained658
accountability between a commissioning and responsible agent. It makes659
demands on both parties to accomplish the desired goal, and presumes little in660
terms of existing infrastructure. HL7 V3 specifications are ideal for “drive-by661
interoperability.”662

Note: “Drive-by interoperability” is defined with minimal or absent run-time663
context.664

One may view documents as a form of messaging that focuses on static content665
and carries a set of additional constraints and expectations involving persistence,666
wholeness, human readability, and so on.667

Services are abstractions of role behavior that describe accountability such that668
every commissioning agent is conceptually identical from the perspective of its669
role in a given specification. Services are deployed as interfaces (durable670
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structures) that are reusable in multiple situations and may be adapted to671
multiple infrastructures.672

2.9.1 Business Process and Interoperability Paradigms673

In the context of the BF, the term business process is used to refer to one or more674
defined interactions between two trading partners who desire to accomplish a675
common goal. A business process may be as simple as a one-way exchange of676
information following a business “trigger” event that occurs in the operational677
context of one of the partners – that is, the setting in which much of HL7’s678
traditional messaging constructs have been defined – or as complex as a multi-679
operation, bidirectional coordination of both behavior and information exchange.680
Regardless of the details, a business process carries with it the notion of human681
oversight in terms of accountability, conformance, and standards for quality and682
execution. When trading partners use software systems to perform all or part of a683
given business process, notions of interoperability in general and computable684
semantic interoperability in particular come into consideration. In particular, the685
concept of the interoperability paradigm (IP) that is used may have a significant686
impact on the ability of the participating software systems to correctly and/or687
support completely the execution of the business process.688

In particular, as the complexity of the business process that links two trading689
partners increases, the importance of the chosen IP to provide traceability from690
the overarching, human-defined business process to the supporting technical691
implementation increases. When one considers the three IPs most commonly used692
– messages, documents, and services – one finds considerable differences693
between the three approaches, particularly regarding Accountability and694
Conformance (Table 2).695

In general, services provide the cleanest and most complete traceable link696
between a given business process between two trading partners and the697
underlying implementation. Services have the ability to separate concerns and to698
bind specific operations (functional profile) to specific semantics (semantic profile)699
in a specific context and in a testable, verifiable fashion (conformance profile)700

Messages offer the least support as the complexity of business processes701
increases, primarily because of their fine granularity (business processes tend to702
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be more coarsely granulated), and context-free nature. Documents have the703
advantage of being “human understandable” and, therefore, if a given business704
process can be traced to a single document, serve as an effective IP. However, as705
the complexity of the supported business processes increases, the realities706
usually involve multiple documents and, hence, the traceability from a single707
document is less than desired. Thus, services most effectively bundle the708
combination of operations, information definition, accountability, and709
conformance required to provide full traceability from the IP-to-business process.710

Paradigm Accountability Conformance Notes

Services Interface bundles
and expresses the
specific operations
that handle service
obligations in the
context of a business
process.

Conformance is
bound to
implementable
interface via a
conformance
profile.

Accountability is
formalized through
contracts and
separation of concerns
(functional profile and
semantic profile).

V3 Messages Receiver and sender
responsibilities are
defined at a granular
level and linked to a
single initiating
trigger.

Conformance is
linked to static
structures but
implied only in
dynamic
structures.

Accountability is only
partially specified, or
underspecified.

Documents Document models –
for example, Clinical
Document
Architecture –
provide traceability
and accountability
only if a single
document can define
a given business
process.

Conformance is
tied to structure,
encapsulation,
persistence, and
human readability
of a single
document.

Accountability for
exchange is deferred
for the receiver role,
and is explicit for the
sender role.
Accountability is not
easily bundled across
business processes
requiring multiple
documents.

Table 2: Comparison of interoperability paradigms and business context regarding711
accountability and conformance.712
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713

714

2.10Summary715
The BF captures the contractual nature of integration by dealing explicitly with716
accountability partition across multiple artifacts (described in Section 3),717
including:718

• Reusable structures719
• Computable representations of business processes720
• Rules important to an implementation721

Because the BF provides the ability to specify units of Accountability that are722
based on the RM-ODP Enterprise and Computational viewpoints, the BF723
harmonizes semantics among the various interoperability paradigms by allowing724
paradigm-specific differences to be exposed before run-time. (For example, static725
and event semantics are well expressed in V3, while services provide durable,726
role-bound interfaces.)727
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3 Behavioral Framework Foundational Concepts728

and Models729

This section describes the Behavioral Framework (BF) foundational concepts and730
models. The packages for each model type include:731

 Computationally Independent (CIM)732
 Platform-Independent (PIM)733
 Platform-Specific (PSM)734
 Solution735

3.1 Package Organization736
The Behavioral Framework is represented as a collection of related Unified737
Modeling Language (UML) packages (Figure 12 and Table 3). This organization738
separates three packages in which roles bind to accountability from the shared739
specifications of behaviors which define a given solution. Readers familiar with740
the ECCF will note the correspondence between first three folders and the rows741
of the Enterprise Conformance and Compliance Framework (ECCF) specification742
stack (SS). The three BF packages associated with the rows of the ECCF SS are, in743
fact, models defining the semantics of the grammar used to develop artifacts that744
populate cells within the like-named row, primarily in the Computational745
viewpoint of the ECCF SS. The Solution package contains the models that define746
the BF-relevant concepts and associated grammar that you can use to develop a747
particular technology binding and solution.748
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749
Figure 12: The package topology of the BF. Roles are bound to Accountabilities in the CIM, PIM,750
and PSM packages, each of which contains artifacts that are specific to levels of abstraction. The751
package topology is intentionally structured to correspond to the three levels of the OMG’s752
(Object Management Group) MDA (Model-Driven Architecture) framework and is mirrored in753
the rows of the ECCF. An example for the “Import” relationship is, “If Package B (e.g. Solution)754
imports Package A (CIM), Package B can use Package A’s types, but not vice versa.”755

756
Element Description Notes From
Computationally
Independent
Package

The Computationally
Independent (CIM)
package contains
informational and
behavioral elements
of a subject
specification. These
elements are
characterized by the
classes in the
package, and often
exhibit business-
aligned capabilities.

For example, a
conceptual
specification
covering travel
agency would allow
for ticketing without
detailing the design
and architecture,
which would allow
the ticket to be
delivered to the
customer.

HL7 ArB

Platform-
Independent
Package

The Platform-
Independent package
contains
informational and
behavioral elements
of a subject
specification, related
to the CIM package

For example, a
conceptual
specification
covering travel
agency would allow
for ticketing without
detailing the design
and architecture

HL7 ArB
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Element Description Notes From
elements. The
classes in the
package characterize
these Platform-
Independent
elements. These
elements often
exhibit logical
refinements of the
business-aligned
capabilities
expressed in the CIM
package.

that would allow the
ticket to be
delivered to the
customer.

The Platform-
Independent
package may make
it clear that all travel
tickets are handled
the same way, and
that bus, train, and
plane tickets will
share a universal
numbering scheme.

Platform-Specific
Package

The Platform-Specific
package contains
informational and
behavioral elements
of a subject
specification, related
to the CIM and
Platform Independent
package elements.
These Platform-
Specific elements are
characterized by the
classes in the
package, and often
exhibit platform
constraints on top of
the logical
refinements of the
business-aligned
capabilities
expressed in the CIM
package.

For example, a
conceptual
specification
covering travel
agency would allow
for ticketing without
detailing the design
and architecture
that would allow the
ticket to be
delivered to the
customer.

The Platform-
Independent
package may make
it clear that all travel
tickets are handled
the same way, and
that bus, train, and
plane tickets will
share a universal
numbering scheme.

The Platform-
Specific package
would detail how a
set of .NET web
services would use
the MS GUID
generator to provide

HL7 ArB
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Element Description Notes From
that common
numbering scheme.

Solutions Package The Solutions
package contains
informational and
behavioral elements
relating to the way
that instances of the
other three packages
are assembled to
provide a community
of accountability to
achieve some
overarching business
goal. It may provide
behaviors associated
with subject
specifications
assembled at various
levels of
conformance as
desired.

Thus, a Solutions
package may be
defined that
requires multiple
airlines to be
conceptually
conformant, and the
e-Commerce
system to be of a
particular platform.

HL7 ArB

Table 3: Global definitions for BF including source of name and definition (see Section 2 for757
further discussion).758

The following BF Foundational Concepts – discussed in Section 2 – are common759
across all four packages:760

 Role - A cohesive set of capabilities, capacities, or competencies761
abstracted as behaviors, which can be invoked at run-time.762

 Behavior – Sets of actions and constraints on when they can occur.763
 Interaction – Something that happens between a role’s interfaces and764

other roles in its environment.765
 Contract (also called Contract Template) - An agreement covering part of766

the collective behavior of any number of role instances.767
 Interface - An interface is an abstraction of the behavior of an object that768

consists of a subset of the interactions of that object together with a set of769
constraints that define when the identified interactions can occur.770

771
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3.2 CIM Package772
Figure 13 shows the model of the elements contained within the773
Computationally Independent Model (CIM) package, while Table 4 contains the774
documentation within the model itself. Referring to Table 4 for definitions, the775
following concepts are of particular importance in the CIM package.776

A given role is associated with a functional profile that defines the set of actions777
that the role can be held accountable to perform, as a result of “commissioning”778
the functional profile. Thus, functional profiles aggregate behaviors (such as run-779
time operations abstracted to the CIM level-of-abstraction).780

781
From a behavioral perspective, operations are tied to familiar analysis concepts,782
such as pre- and post-conditions, invariants, and exception conditions. From an783
“information” (static semantics) perspective, operations at the CIM layer are784
linked to analysis-level concepts, such as those articulated in business rules,785
policies, and so on, and described in detail in Domain Analysis Models.786
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787

Figure 13: Elements of the CIM package of the BF.788

789

Element Description Notes From
Accountability Accountability is

defined in terms of
“Who does what
when” within a
community
designed to achieve
some set of
business goals. It is
expressed in terms
of a responsibility or
a need.

Functional profiles
provide
accountability to
fulfill a role's
obligation within a
community by
grouping behaviors
(Proposed
Operations).

HL7 ArB

Analysis Concept An Analysis
Concept is tied to

HL7 ArB
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Element Description Notes From
the static model that
represents
information at the
CIM level of the
ECCF, usually
expressed in terms
of the static classes
that make up the
information
components of a
specific DAM.

Concept State Analysis Concepts
always have at least
one state that may
or may not be
expressed through
Proposed
Operations and / or
an expressed state
machine.

HL7 ArB

Community A Community is an
aggregation of
responsibility and
need that are
expressed in terms
of Accountability.
Communities have
some objective,
although this may
not be expressed.

Communities may
be expressed
simply in terms of a
responsible agent
(a service), or both
a commissioning
and responsible
agent (a messaging
solution).

RM-ODP, profiled
by HL7 ArB

Exception
Condition

In RM-ODP, an
Exception Condition
is known as a fault.
A fault is something
that could lead to an
error.

Exceptions can be
active or dormant.
Active exceptions
can only be
detected when they
produce errors.
Errors appear at the
Platform-
Independent level.

RM-ODP, profiled
by HL7 ArB

Functional Profile A Functional Profile
is a collection of

HL7 ArB
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Element Description Notes From
Proposed
Operations that
align with some
intended usage
patterns. Often,
these are
characterized by
quality
considerations,
such as security or
performance,
though they may not
be so.

Obligation Roles have
behaviors
associated with
accountabilities that
are perceived as
obligations within
the community.
Behaviors are
collections of
actions with
constraints on when
they occur.

No specific UML
meta-class is
extended to
express this
concept. If required,
the fact that some
behavior places or
fulfills an obligation
may be stated in a
comment on that
behavior.

In the Behavioral
Framework,
behavior is not a
modeled concept in
its own right, but is
abstracted into
Functional Profiles
and Proposed
Operations.

RM-ODP, profiled
by HL7 ArB

Proposed
Operation

The actions a role
may take within a
community.

Component Based
Development and
Integration (CBDI),
profiled by HL7
ArB

Role A set of obligations
and responsibilities
within a given
community. A
cohesive set of

HL7 ArB
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Element Description Notes From
invokable
capabilities,
capacities, or
competencies
realized through
behaviors, which
are realized through
Proposed
Operations.

Table 4: The element names and definitions from the BF CIM package.790

3.3 PIM Package791
Figure 14 contains the model of the elements contained within the PIM792
(Platform-Independent Model) package. Table 5 contains the documentation793
within the model itself. Referring to Table 5 for definitions, the following points794
are of particular interest and importance at the PIM layer of the BF.795

The PIM package contains elements that are more refined than those at the CIM796
level are. The diagram below shows these elements and their relationships to the797
CIM-level elements. The basic relationship of Role -> Functional Profile ->798
Operation -> Information is preserved, but takes on additional information, and799
begins to be shaped by an understanding of implementation details.800

For example, a single Proposed Operation (CIM level) may be decomposed into801
additional Specified Operations. Additionally, these Specified Operations would802
use logically specified information elements. An example would be elements803
contained an HL7 Refined Message Information Model (RMIM). As part of PIM-804
level refinements, Exception Conditions can specify actual errors that are805
manifest at the interface. If this is important in the Specification Stack Subject,806
then these errors may need to be dealt with as exchanges of information that807
portray the error to trading partners. The Specified Operations are expected to808
adhere to the Analysis Concepts that apply to the Proposed Operations (CIM809
level). The pre- and post-conditions of a Proposed Operation should be810
preserved in the Specified Operation (or collection of operations), that is, the811
semantics conveyed by CIM-level analysis should not be lost.812

Note: the ECCF defines CIM-to-PIM traceability as a form of compliance.813
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814

Figure 14: Elements of the PIM package of the BF.815

816
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Element Description Notes From
Error An Error is a state in

an object's state
machine. It may lead
to a failure.

For interoperability
specifications, there
may or may not be a
tie between the state
of an information
object and an error,
and the error may or
may not be messaged
to other members of
the community.

RM-ODP,
profiled by HL7
ArB

Information State Static Models always
have at least one
state that may or
may not be
expressed through
Specified Operations
and / or an
expressed state
machine.

Information State is
used for conformance
testing.

HL7 ArB

Interface An Interface is an
abstraction of the
behavior of an object
that consists of a
subset of the
interactions of that
object together with
a set of constraints
for when they can
occur.

Object is used in a
general way. An
Object might mean a
system.

RM-ODP

Interface
Specification

A specification of the
interface that
expresses the
traceability to
conceptual
concepts, including
the ties to
community,
accountability, and
role.

The Interface
Specification should
express traceability to
one or more functional
profiles.

CBDI, profiled
by HL7 ArB

Interface State Interfaces always
have at least one
state that may or
may not be
expressed formally.

In practice, the
Interface State class
has rarely been used,
but it is clear that
certain types of

RM-ODP
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Element Description Notes From
interfaces may need
this (control
interfaces, for
example).

Specified
Operation

Operations
expressed logically
that support
accountability. While
a tie to the business-
specific behavior
(the proposed
operation) exists, the
specified operation
refines this behavior
and allows patterns
of activities to be
grouped together to
support the role.

For example, a
business operation of
"Order Ticket" may
rely on a conversation
through the specified
interface consisting of
numerous messages.

CBDI and RM-
ODP, profiled
by HL7 ArB

Static Model A Static Model
represents
information at the
Platform-
Independent level of
the ECCF, usually
expressed in terms
of the static classes.

The Static Model may
use formalisms and
patterns that are more
refined than those
used for DAM are. For
example, the static
model should be tied
to a formal data type
specification and
would likely be tied to
formal value set
representations.

HL7 ArB

Table 5: The element names and definitions from the BF PIM package.817

3.4 PSM Package818
Figure 15 contains the model of the elements contained within the PSM819
(Platform-Specific Model) package. Table 6 contains the documentation within820
the model itself. Referring to Table 6 for definitions, the following points are of821
particular interest and importance at the PSM layer of the BF.822

The PSM package further refines the PIM elements. The following diagram823
shows how actual deployed artifacts are portrayed as taking on roles and824
conforming to Interface Specifications by implementing technical interfaces. This825
implementation must conform to the platform of choice; that is, the way a Java826
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object implements an interface in a Java 2 Platform, Enterprise Edition (J2EE)827
environment may be different from the way that a Java Web Service is828
implemented. One key note is that at the PSM level, the technology may829
experience failures, which should be mappable to errors and to exception830
conditions. In an interoperability scenario, these failures may need to be831
communicated as contextualized within the business. Database failures, for832
example, may be characterized as, “The Lab Order was not placed.” Finally,833
information objects that comply with the PIM’s Static Model support the834
technical operations via compliant transforms from the PIM row to the PSM row.835

836

Figure 15: Elements of the PSM package of the BF.837
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Element Description Notes From
Automation Unit An Automation Unit

describes the
implementation of a
single service,
several services, or
an application. It is
itself a specialized
form of versioned
specification. It
consists of a
collection of
deployable artifacts.

An Automation Unit
can be decomposed
into several
distributed
Automation Units.
Each Automation Unit
is hosted on a
separate node of a
computing network.
An Automation Unit
might also represent
a part of the
implementation of a
service, or several
services or an
application.

CBDI, profiled
by HL7 ArB

Failure Failures are
realizations of errors
that are expressed to
the community.
Failures signal the
inability to fulfill
completely the
obligation of the role
to the community.

Not all errors lead to
failures.

RM-ODP,
profiled by HL7
ArB

Information Type A type that defines
the data accessible to
a service via its
Service interfaces. It
is bound to the
platform expression
of that object.

For example, an XML
schema would
express the
Information Type.

Technical operations
use Information
Types as parameters.

CBDI, profiled
by HL7 ArB

Technical
Interface

An interface provided
by an Automation
Unit, which is
technology specific.

For example, a
specific Technical
Interface is defined in
Java.

CBDI

Technical
Operation

A specific function
provided by a
particular Technical
Interface, which is
technology specific.

For example, a
Technical Operation
is a Java method.

CBDI

Table 6: The element names and definitions from the BF PSM package.838
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3.5 Solution Package839
Figure 16 contains the model of the elements contained within the Solutions840
Package. Table 7 contains the documentation. Referring to Table 7 for definitions,841
the notion of the Contract Template is of particular interest. It is composed of a842
Solution Specification that:843

 Relates and groups interactions into units of work.844
 Relates units of work to accountability.845
 Relates units of work to each other.846
 Enumerates and describes states that are appropriate to the overall847

solution, and relates them to the units of work.848
 Relates accountability described by a contract template to other elements849

critical to a full specification of a Working-Interoperability-capable850
solution.851

852

Important: Although the concepts and relationships for the Solution package are853
contained in a separate package, these elements cannot exist independently of854
structural specifications.855

856
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857

Figure 16: Elements of the Solutions package of the BF.858

859

Element Description Notes From
Activity Something that

happens.
RM-ODP

Assign Variable A pattern of behavior
for describing system-
to-system behavior.

A type of activity. CDL

Behavioral State Solution Specifications
always have at least
one state that must be
expressed through
sequences of activities.
These states should be

HL7 ArB
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Element Description Notes From
expressed with a state
machine or other
formalism. State
transitions should be
associated with Work
Units, and may be
associated with global
variables that are
shared by the
community.

Choice A pattern of behavior
for describing system-
to-system behavior.

A type of activity. CDL

Constraints Constraints are
expressed in the
Behavioral Framework
as pre-conditions, post-
conditions, exception
conditions, and
invariants.

HL7 ArB

Contract
Template

An agreement covering
part of the collective
behavior of n roles.

Other attributes of a
contract template
have not yet been
identified, such as
provenance and
jurisdiction. This ties
conformance levels
to service level
agreements found in
the Solution
Specification.

Contracts may
reference other
contracts.

RM-ODP,
profiled by the
HL7 ArB

Interaction An interaction takes
place with the
environment of an
object.

Interactions are the
smallest unit of
communication that
has business value.

RM-ODP,
profiled by HL7
ArB
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Element Description Notes From

An interaction realizes
accountability.

No Activity A pattern of behavior
for describing system-
to-system behavior.

A type of activity. CDL

Parallel A pattern of behavior
for describing system-
to-system behavior.

A type of activity. CDL

Performed
Solution

Solution Specifications
can reference other
Solution Specifications
that, once performed,
may be aggregated
into a work unit.

CDL, as profiled
by HL7 ArB

Sequence A pattern of behavior
for describing system-
to-system behavior.

A type of activity. CDL

Solution
Specification

A thorough description
of what a community
does and aims for,
which avoids defining
how it is deployed. This
description includes
operation behavior and
service quality levels.

CBDI, profiled
by HL7 ArB

Work Unit Collections of activities
that may be composed
to form solutions for a
community.

CDL, profiled by
HL7 ArB

Table 7: The element names and definitions from the BF PSM package.860

861
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4 Using the Behavioral Framework Packages862

The BF provides a language for expressing the Computational viewpoint in the863
ECCF (“How things happen”) in the larger context of a specification focused on864
enabling Working Interoperability. The BF achieves this goal by integrating –865
and, in some cases, synthesizing concepts drawn from the Enterprise (Why),866
Information (What), and Engineering (Where) viewpoints. In particular, one867
notes that semantic aspects of each of these viewpoints appear in the three868
“Role/Accountability” packages defined in Section 3.869

In contrast, the use-case and business-capability scenarios primarily drive the870
Solutions package. It provides guidance on implementing and deploying the871
structures that are collected in the Role/Accountability packages. The Solutions872
package focuses on the contract template (design-time) and contract (run-time),873
and enables component developers to “assemble” a fully specified, non-874
ambiguous behavioral specification with a flexible approach to defining how the875
accountability is realized in a verifiable manner.876

4.1 Contracts and Context877
One of the most important aspects of the package topology presented in Section878
3 is that an implementation that contains only CIM-level artifacts specification879
elements may be used as part of a separate, contextually broader solution that880
contractually binds implementations that include elements that are more specific.881
For example, these elements are defined at the PIM or PSM levels of the separate882
specification. This re-contextualization-based reuse becomes possible because the883
unit of accountability does not change from level to level, though the means by884
which it is achieved can be quite different.885

This flexibility is essential and highlights the question of what a standards- or886
specification-development organization, working in a vertical space like887
healthcare, can and should be focusing on (as opposed to ignoring or restricting888
to an internal-only focus.) For example, within HL7, V3 messages and structured889
documents focus on standardizing static semantics without any interference or890
attempts to define conformance with respect to the business process. Their891
structures focused mainly on static models of information content that are892
instantiated and transmitted at well-defined points in a business process. These893
structures presume little infrastructure, almost no existing architecture, and little894
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or no behavioral semantic sophistication on the part of the parties involved.895
However, each of these pieces clearly defines aspects of a client architectural896
context. Those aspects of the context that affect the achieving of Working897
Interoperability can be formalized into a BF-compliant contract that, in turn, can898
be formally expressed as a BF-derived contract template.899

One can characterize – without judgmental denigration -- HL7’s traditional900
static-centric, message-focused approach as “drive-by interoperability,” that is,901
interoperability that is defined with minimal or absent run-time context. Thus,902
specifications need to be applicable anywhere and everywhere in an almost ad-903
hoc fashion. The interoperability context itself is independent of business904
processes outside of the semantics of the transaction that involve the static905
semantics that are specified in the transaction. In contrast, SAIF, with its906
emphasis on Enterprise Architecture and Working Interoperability,907
acknowledges that in some cases run-time context is important to the908
specification and standardization process.909

In particular, large organizations or mega-enterprises (for example, Kaiser910
Permanente, the VA, the Military Health System, the NCI, Canada Health911
Infoway, and others) define their business processes, create technology to mirror912
that, and then expect the infrastructure to adapt to achieve Working913
Interoperability. Implementing specifications in that context is, therefore, a914
significantly different effort than working in a point-to-point environment where915
no substantive trust or trust facility exists.916

In this large- or cross-enterprise context, the BF is the set of concepts,917
relationships, and associated tools that allow specification and component918
developers to formalize, build, and deploy components in a context in which919
accountability can be structurally defined or, if necessary, deferred contextually.920

4.2 Solution Packages and Contract Templates921
Recalling the discussion in Section 3, contract templates are patterns for defining922
and instantiating accountability in the context of implementations. They facilitate923
exchanges of information related to shared state and provide provable accountability924
along lines of role-based responsibilities. As discussed in the explanation of the925
Solution package models, contracts instantiated from contract templates may926
then be recursively represented by executable structures at the run-time927
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component level, thereby providing a mechanism of binding design-time928
requirements and constraints (the Knowledge level in the Accountability pattern)929
with run-time components (Operation Level).930

More specifically, contract templates describe an “interoperability lifecycle”931
made up of three times characterized by the behaviors: establishing, enabled, and932
terminating (see Figure 17). Each behavior may be individually specified and933
referenced through the Solution Specification.934

Note: No scale exists for the Interoperability Lifecycle. The establishing behavior935
may be implicit, legal, or syn/ack, or even explicit in another contract. This936
behavior allows contract templates to be created from the perspective of937
potential reuse and/or referenced by other contract templates.938

939

940

Figure 17: The “Interoperability Lifecycle” consisting of three types of behavior: establishing,941
enabled, and termination6 (from ISO/IEC 10746 (RM-ODP)). The WI “context” exists for the total942
duration of the Interoperability Lifecycle.943

Implicit in Figure 17 are two addition concepts:944

• Contractual context: The knowledge by a context manager that a specific945
contract exists between two parties at a moment in time.946

• Liaison: The relationship between a set of objects which results from the947
performance of some establishing behavior, that is, the state of having a948
contractual context in common.949

6 This diagram came from ISO/IEC 10746 (RM-ODP).

Comment [KGS4]: Would the audience be
familiar with “syn/ack”, which is a TC P/IP
term?
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Figure 18-Figure 20 show the layered binding of the elements of the950
Roles/Accountability packages to the elements of the Solutions Package. The net951
effect of this multilayered binding is that a solution can itself be specified as a Model-952
Driven Architecture (MDA)-compliant, layered construct.953

Figure 18 shows the flexibility inherent in a contract-based model for954
interoperability. In particular, it emphasizes the binding between contract955
templates and CIM-level constructs, in particular roles. Contract templates thus956
become the design-time “glue” that associates roles and their associated957
capabilities, capacities, or competencies with the specific structural aspects of a958
contract (through a contract template) via the semantics of commissioning and959
responsible agent. In particular, at the CIM level, contract templates bind roles960
together around Accountabilities expressed as obligations. Obligations, in turn,961
are manifest as being able to be fulfilled via the functional profiles exposed by a962
role contextualized within a community. In other words, at the CIM level, the963
Solution Specification that is associated with a contract template collects964
interactions that are within the scope of the roles involved, as defined by the965
roles’ compositional functional profiles, interfaces, and proposed operations.966

This separation allows behaviors to be contextualized by accountability, but described by967
specific structures.968
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969

Figure 18: CIM-level Solution model. The flexibility of the BF is most directly manifest in its970
ability to describe roles which are able – but not required – to become contract participants971
independent of their actual participation in contract templates and contracts.972

The PIM Solution model (Figure 19) continues to bind to the roles from the CIM973
Solution model. The traceability from CIM role to PIM-level elements is implicit974
in the contract template, but made explicit in the Platform Independent Interface975
Specification. As with the CIM Solution model, the Solution Specification uses976
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the operations (now expressed at the PIM level) to facilitate the interactions977
defined therein.978

979

980

Figure 19: PIM-level Solution model. Additional PIM-level specificity, which is, by definition,981
traceable to the CIM level specification, can be bound to contract templates.982
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983

Figure 20: PSM-level Solution model. When appropriate, PSM-level specificity, which is, by984
definition, traceable to the CIM and PIM level specifications, can be bound to contract985
templates.986

In summary, binding the accountability required for a contract template to a role987
defined at the CIM level allows the Solution Specification to be bound in a988
traceable manner to PIM and PSM Solution-specific structural specifications.989
Conformance may therefore be tested at different levels of structural refinement990
against a given contract template in the context of focus on a given use case.991

Comment [KGS5]: Fig 20 needs a cross-
reference or lead-in sentence.
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5 Behavioral Patterns992

Formalizing accountability in the context of contracts surfaces certain patterns in993
behavioral models. These behavioral patterns can be helpful when creating and994
implementing specifications. To date, two types of patterns have emerged from995
initial experience with the BF:996

 Functional Patterns (see Table 8)997
 A Taxonomy of Service-Oriented Encapsulations of Accountability (see998

Table 9)999
1000

Type Examples BF Element

Publishing a state
transition

Admission Discharge
Transfer (ADT) messages,
clinical report stream

BehavioralSpecification.Event is
bound to state transitions of a
single focal class.

Managing a State
Machine

Registries, Entity Identify
Service (EIS)

Interface is bound to the
Information States.

Request / Fulfilment Orders, Referrals Behavioral Specification,
Interface

Query Retrieval, Location, and
Update Service (RLUS)

Interface is bound to
StaticModel.

Publish Business
Process

Initiate, Suspend, Resume,
Cancel

Interface is bound to combined
shared state (for example,
across multiple focal classes).

Table 8: Functional Patterns expressible at interfaces.1001

1002

Comment [(6]: Is “StaticModel” spelled
correctly?
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1003

Name Description

Process Services Represent virtualized business processes with reusable patterns
of behavior. Often, these processes represent realized sets of
business rules upon which an organization has agreed. They are
generally not concerned with the states of domain entities other
than how they affect the state of the process. They tend to be
coarsely granulated, limiting the number of external calls made to
enhance performance and to allow for the specific business
process to be appropriately scoped. By definition, they are usually
"stateful" services (which may be implemented in several ways).

Capability Services Represent a unified, contiguous set of functions that expose a set
of cohesive business functionality explicitly and unambiguously.
In general, they are concerned with business focal classes
(domain classes) and their state transitions. The core business
logic around these focal classes is virtualized behind a Capability
Service's interface.

Core Services Expose sets of information. The functional profiles of the service
are generally not focused on the state of the underlying
information or in the trigger events that modify the state of that
information. They often are focused vertically along the line of
business - typically along the lines of an information profile (for
example, a RIM-based patient class, a Clinical Document
Architecture (CDA)-based Continuity of Care (CCD) profile).

Utility Services Provide supporting services that are still along the lines of
business (as opposed to technology focused), but are not
necessarily focused on particular information profiles or business
classes or processes. Examples include areas such as Eligibility,
Referral, Terminology, Template Management, and
Anonymization.
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Infrastructure
Services

Provide collections of functionality that is technology focused. In
general, Infrastructure Services should not encompass business
or process logic, or virtualize key domain concepts, but should
expose reusable technical functionality (an e-mail service, for
example).

Table 9: Taxonomy of Service-Oriented encapsulations based on Accountability types, which1004
may be encapsulated behind an interface. The taxonomy suggests certain types of supporting1005
infrastructure including security models, trust patterns, and so on.1006

Figure 21 shows a different representation of the same semantics as Table 8 does.1007
Figure 21 gives a sample deployment topology, which effectively overlays the1008
behavior patterns that are expressible as interfaces (Table 8) with the taxonomy1009
described in Table 9. As a result, the graphic suggests some conclusions1010
regarding the mapping between business process and the details of a particular1011
solution. For example, a V3 message could be defined to realize the requirements1012
of a particular business process and would be classified in the taxonomy as a1013
Capability Service. Constructs defined to satisfy particular business rules for1014
certain types of trading partners would be considered Process Services, on the1015
other hand.1016
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1017

Figure 21: Behavior Pattern of a standard Service Taxonomy as manifest in a sample1018
deployment. Note that the taxonomy is often presented in a layered “vertical” form that is1019
semantically identical to the above graphic.1020

6 Appendix A: The BF and the HL7 Legacy1021

Dynamic Model1022

From the onset of work on the BF, the BF was required to subsume the HL71023
Legacy Dynamic Model. The Dynamic Model was to be used as a minimal set of1024
requirements for the BF. Early analysis revealed that the Dynamic Model defined1025
a context-free notion of behavior in which interoperability is specified with loose1026
coupling to underlying business process. As is evident from the previous1027
discussions, the BF adds considerable context to behavior semantics. In fact, the1028
BF formally subsumes the Dynamic Model. Figure 22 shows a model of the1029
essential concepts and relationships of the legacy Dynamic Model. The concepts1030

Comment [KGS7]: This term isn’t used
consistently. Should it be HL7 Legacy Dynamic
Model, or legacy HL7 Dynamic Model, or HL7
V3 Dynamic Model? It’s ok to use a shortened
version of the term, such as Dynamic Model
after the first introduction, though.
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that are generated from the model documentation are formally defined in Table1031
10, which presents the concept-by-concept mapping of the Dynamic Model1032
concepts to the SAIF BF.1033

1034

Figure 22: HL7 Legacy Dynamic Model.1035

HL7 Legacy Dynamic
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Trigger Event Events in Solution Specification, Behavioral State

Information Structure Static Model

Storyboard Solution Specification, contract

Application Components playing a role by implementing an
Interface

Table 10: Concept-by-concept mapping of HL7 Legacy Dynamic Model to SAIF BF.1036

As Figure 23 and Figure 24 show, the core elements of the HL7 Legacy Dynamic1037
Model can be separated into two packages and placed within the BF. Figure 231038
shows the elements, which can be represented within the BF Solution package.1039
Figure 24 shows those elements in a Structure package, which contains elements1040
predominately from the PIM Structure package of the BF.1041

Note: For clarity of presentation, a single graphic is shown. Also, note that the1042
Dynamic Model elements are not fully normative within HL7.1043
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1044

Figure 23: HL7 Dynamic Model, which is subsumed by the BF Solution Package model.1045
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1045

Figure 23: HL7 Dynamic Model, which is subsumed by the BF Solution Package model.1046
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1046

Figure 23: HL7 Dynamic Model, which is subsumed by the BF Solution Package model.1047
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1046

Figure 24: Remaining elements of Dynamic Model, which are subsumed by a composite1047
Structure package.1048

1049
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1047

Figure 24: Remaining elements of Dynamic Model, which are subsumed by a composite1049
Structure package.1050

1050
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1048

Figure 24: Remaining elements of Dynamic Model, which are subsumed by a composite1051
Structure package.1052

1051
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7 Appendix B: RIM-Based Services and V3 (RIM-1050

Based) Messages1051

The essence of much of the discrepancy between the RIM-based service and V31052
message worlds centers on that the V3 message universe is essentially context-1053
free and an event-driven. As was stated in the discussion of the HL7 Legacy1054
Dynamic Model, an overarching requirement of the BF was that it support1055
traditional HL7 message-based, context-free (”drive-by”) interoperability. This1056
interoperability environment is characterized by little or no formal trust fabric1057
and minimal true coordination of functionality across systems. However, HL71058
message-based interoperability is formally triggered by business-process-level1059
state changes; a somewhat difficult construct to manage given the context-free1060
nature of the interoperability specifications themselves (for example, messages).1061
In addition, as the complexity of component-to-component interactions1062
increases, and additional behavioral semantics emerge as critical to being able to1063
achieve Working Interoperability between two trading partners in a particular1064
business context, the management becomes increasingly difficult in a messaging1065
paradigm.1066

In contrast, the management remains relatively tractable in a service paradigm1067
where one can assume the presence of a trust fabrics, shared information and1068
technical infrastructures, and coordinated business processes. The BF aims to1069
support both paradigms. In such an environment, documented specifications,1070
which make explicit at design-time the myriad of assumptions that must1071
ultimately be manifest at run-time, provide the key mechanism to identify in a1072
predictable, scalable, tractable manner where the intersection between “vertical1073
standard and horizontal deployed architecture” exists, i.e. provide the path of1074
most predictability and minimal cost to achieving Working Interoperability.1075

Looking more closely at some of the substantive constructs and assumptions of1076
both the RIM-based services and V3 RIM-based message approaches to Working1077
Interoperability, the following general, but informative observations can be1078
made:1079
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 In the V3 messaging paradigm, arbitrary activities occur and result in the1080
fact that computable structures are required to change state, an event that1081
results in one or more messages being sent or received.1082

 In the RIM-based services paradigm, events are typically thought of as1083
being more deterministic, procedural, and sequential in nature (for1084
example, Request / Response).1085

Conceptually, therefore, event-driven and deterministic, procedural, and sequential views1086
of the interoperability universe can be viewed as complementary rather than competing,1087
inconsistent, or otherwise incompatible interoperability contexts.1088

Figure 25 (RIM-based service paradigm) and Figure 26 (V3 message paradigm)1089
highlight the differences between the two paradigms from the perspective of the1090
cardinalities of the relationships between the BF Solutions and Structures1091
elements. Table 11 presents the differences between the two paradigms with1092
color codes that refer to the figures:1093

 Green = Fully-specified construct1094
 Orange = Partially or underspecified construct (from a SAIF perspective)1095
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1096
Figure 25: Cardinalities of the relationships between Solutions and Structures in a RIM-based1097
Services paradigm.1098

Services are, in other words, a common but special case of contract templates1099
where:1100

 Services define the responsible agent as a durable, reusable structure.1101
 Each commissioning agent is the same, so they can be virtualized.1102
 The enabled behavior is based on the interface specification.1103
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Some of the consequences of these special circumstances are detailed in1104
behavioral patterns (Section 5), as services allow ways for these patterns to be1105
realized in technological artifacts.1106

1107

Figure 26: Cardinalities of the relationships between solutions and structures in a V3 messaging1108
paradigm. Application roles are partially specified, in that their obligations are scoped to a1109
particular interaction. No explicit contract template or abstraction of behavior exists (although1110
Canada Health Infoway has attempted to address this issue by defining a V3 transaction).1111

1112
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Element RIM-based Services V3 (RIM-based) Messaging

Roles Defined in terms of obligations
that are apparent at the
interface.

Loosely coupled to
responsibilities.

Interfaces Computable abstraction closely
tied to role.

Assembled to support known
processes.

Signatures Operations that support
accountability.

Interactions that support
accountability.

Behavior
Specifications

Virtualize subset of behaviors
that characterize the role.

Event driven, tied to triggers.

Interactions Services consistently play the
Responsible agents.

V3 message senders are
Commissioning agents.

Information
Objects

Well defined, bound to behavior. Well defined, bound to
responsibility.

Contracts Holds context, may compose
accountability.

Context-free, notions of
responsibilities.

Table 11: Comparison of perspectives and approaches of two interoperability paradigms -- RIM-1113
based services and V3 messages.1114

Green classes indicate that the interoperability paradigm operates in a1115
“pure/native, non-SAIF manner” and fully specifies the concept to a degree1116
sufficient for use in the larger, multi-paradigm SAIF context.1117

Comment [KGS8]: I made your requested
changes to this table; however this table uses a
different style than all the other tables in this
document. In DITA, the style sheet controls the
style of elements such as tables, and by default,
all tables have plain white cells with a light tan
header. If it’s critically important that this table
have the green and orange (or yellow)
highlighting, I could set up a special property to
do that. Let me know. <CNM> Color not
important – just contrasts . Please do what is
easy and standard in other tables </CNM>

<KGS> In the DITA document, I will use
different font styles (italic, bold, monospace) to
represent the gray, green, and orange cells.
</KGS>
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Orange classes are, in their native context, underspecified from a SAIF1118
perspective.1119

Grey classes are either virtualized or ignored by the native paradigm. Concepts1120
shown in grey are either virtualized or simply ignored in a services paradigm,1121
something which is NOT possible in a messaging paradigm where all concepts1122
must be determined in a run-time context because of the loosely-coupled context1123
and the mechanisms of specification (so-called “drive-by interoperability” in this1124
discussion).1125

1126
A concept-by-concept comparison is as follows:1127

Roles are well defined in the service paradigm by identifying roles via business1128
analysis. In contrast, in the messaging paradigm, roles are defined only at a1129
system level, e.g. Application Roles, and are not directly traceable to a business1130
context.1131

1132
Interfaces are fully specified in a services environment, but underspecified in the1133
V3 paradigm (if they are specified at all) in the sense of an interface being1134
defined as “an abstraction of expected behavior.”1135

1136
Signatures are fully specified in both paradigms.1137

1138
Behavior Specifications are fully specified – by definition and necessity – in a1139
services paradigm, because a service is a set of behavioral actions that are bound1140
together at an interface that supports a cohesive and coherent set of actions.1141
Behavior is underspecified in the messaging paradigm because behavior can only1142
be specified on an interaction-by-interaction basis, i.e. a collective set of1143
“responsibilities” that are associated with a single role is difficult and of1144
extremely fine grain size when compared to business processes.1145

1146
Interactions are well specified in both native paradigms.1147

1148
Information objects are well specified in both native paradigms.1149

1150
Contracts are the core of the single biggest difference between the service and1151
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messaging paradigms. In the services paradigm, service interface collect1152
operations as functional profiles, which express specific business goals and1153
patterns of usage and are correspondingly bound to semantic profiles. The1154
formalism of the specification allows a number of constructs – for example,1155
commissioning and responsible agents – to always be assumed to be the same in1156
a service invocation.1157

In contrast, the messaging paradigm – by being context-free – is forced to finely1158
granulate behavior and thereby force individual systems to form one-off, run-1159
time-specific collections of behaviors to fulfill larger business goals or patterns.1160

In summary, RIM-based services are coarsely granulated, grounded in contracts,1161
and deeply context-dependent. In contrast, V3 RIM-based messages are finely1162
granulated, based on partial events, and largely context-free. These core1163
differences result in difference approaches to the representation and specification1164
of key concepts as noted in the table above.1165

SAIF and its BF are designed to support both interoperability paradigms.1166
Clearly, however, the choice of interoperability paradigm has implications with1167
respect to a number of factors including existence of trust fabric, complexity of1168
interactions, and other critical considerations, which collectively determine how1169
an enterprise models, organizes, and deploys its resources.1170

1171

8 Appendix C: References1172

The following links point to two different Behavioral Framework documents.1173

The HL7 Behavioral Framework is published at:1174
http://www.ncientarch.info/hl7_bf/hl7_bf/1175

The generalized Behavioral Framework, including mappings to the RM-ODP is1176
published at: http://www.ncientarch.info/hl7_bf/general_bf/1177

1178
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